Recent experimental results on exclusive semi-tauonic B meson decays,B → D ( * ) τν, showing sizable deviations from the standard model prediction, suggest a new physics in which the structure of the relevant weak charged interaction may differ from that of the standard model. We study the exclusive semi-tauonic B decays in a model-independent manner using the most general set of four-Fermi interactions in order to clarify possible structures of the charged current in new physics. It turns out that correlations among observables including tau and D * polarizations and q 2 distributions are useful to distinguish possible new physics operators. Further, we investigate some interesting models to exhibit the advantage of our model-independent analysis. As a result, we find that two Higgs doublet models without tree-level flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) and the minimal supersymmetric standard model with R-parity violation are unlikely to explain the present experimental data, while two Higgs doublet models with FCNC and a leptoquark model are consistent with the data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The V − A structure of the weak interaction was established in the study of nuclear β decays for the quarks and lepton in the first generation [1] . Since then, several charged current interactions in the second and third generations have been investigated and turned out to be described by similar V − A interactions with a reasonable level of accuracy.
Among the charged current processes observed so far, pure-and semi-tauonic B meson decays,B → τν [2, 3] andB → D ( * ) τν [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] are thought-provoking in the sense that they contain both the quark (b) and the lepton (τ ) in the third generation. Their large masses suggest a close connection with the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), which is still not fully understood even after the discovery of a di-gamma resonance [9, 10] .
The EWSB sector in a candidate of new physics beyond the standard model (SM) often has a different structure from that of the SM. A typical example is the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) of type II [11] , which has the Higgs sector identical to that of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [12] at the tree level. A pair of charged Higgs bosons appears in this class of models, and its couplings to fermions are proportional to the involved fermion masses and further enhanced if the ratio of vacuum expectation values, tan β, is large. Several authors have studied effects of these enhanced couplings, which modify the V − A structure, in the pure-and semi-tauonic B decays [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
From the experimental point of view, these B decay processes are rather difficult to identify because of two or more missing neutrinos in the final states. With the help of large statistics and low backgrounds, however, they are good targets of e + e − B factory experiments. The observed branching fraction ofB → τν is O(10 −4 ) and that ofB → D ( * ) τν is O(10 −2 ). Comparing the pure-and semi-tauonic B decays, the latter provides a wide variety of observables besides the larger branching fraction, such as decay distributions [16, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and polarizations [15, 25, 27, 29] . Hence, the semi-tauonic processes allow us to investigate the structure of the relevant charged current interaction, and we concentrate onB → D ( * ) τν in this work.
Another advantage ofB → D ( * ) τν is that theoretical and experimental uncertainties tend to be reduced by taking the ratio of branching fraction to the semileptonic decays, B → D ( * ) ν, where denotes e or µ. These decay modes including lighter charged leptons are supposed to be less sensitive to the EWSB sector and assumed to be described by the SM in the present work.
The ratios of the branching fractions are defined by 
where we combine the results of BaBar [5] and Belle [6] [7] [8] assuming the gaussian distribution.
These measurements seem to be larger than the SM predictions, R(D) = 0.305 ± 0.012, R(D * ) = 0.252 ± 0.004,
and the SM is disfavored at 3.5σ.
Interestingly, as is shown in Ref. [5] , one of R(D) and R(D * ) is made consistent with the corresponding experimental value in the 2HDM of type II by adjusting tan β/m H ± , but it is unlikely to make both of them agree with the experimental results. Thus, the 2HDM of type II is also disfavored.
In the present work, we first provide a model-independent framework for the semi-tauonic B decays in order to clarify the type of new physics that is required to explain the current experimental results. Then, we apply the framework to analyzing several models. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present the most general effective
Lagrangian of b → cτν and the resultant helicity amplitudes ofB → D ( * ) τν. Experimental constraints and theoretical predictions are given in Sec. III. We discuss how to distinguish new physics contributions that appear in the effective Lagrangian in Sec. IV. We analyze 2HDMs, MSSM with R-parity violation and a leptoquark model in Sec. V. Section VI is devoted to our conclusions.
II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN AND HELICITY AMPLITUDES
A. Effective Lagrangian for b → cτν
The semi-tauonic bottom quark decay, b → cτν, is described by the four-Fermi interaction of charged left-handed currents in the SM. Other four-Fermi operators might be induced in the presence of new physics.
The effective Lagrangian that contains all conceivable four-Fermi operators is written as
where the four-Fermi operators are defined by
and
Here we assume that the light neutrinos are left-handed.
1 The neutrino flavor is specified by l, and we take all cases of l = e, µ and τ into account in the contributions of new physics. Since the neutrino flavor is not observed in the experiments of bottom decays, the neutrino mixing does not affect the following argument provided that the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix is unitary.
The SM contribution is expressed by the term of δ lτ in Eq. (4). We note that the tensor operator with the opposite set of quark chiralities identically vanishes:c L σ µν b RτR σ µν ν Ll = 0.
B. Helicity amplitudes
The helicity amplitude ofB
where λ τ is the helicity of the tau lepton, λ M = s indicates the amplitude ofB → Dτν, and
represents the SM contribution and other terms in the right-hand side stand for new physics contributions corresponding to the operators in Eqs. (5)- (9) . The SM amplitude is given by [34, 35] 
1 Possibilities to introduce a light right-handed neutrino are discussed in Refs. [32, 33] .
and the amplitudes that represent new physics contributions take the following forms:
where H's and L's are the hadronic and leptonic amplitudes respectively as defined below;
λ, λ = ±, 0, s denote the virtual vector boson helicity. The metric factor η λ is given by 
where µ (λ) represents the polarization vector of the virtual vector boson,
is the momentum transfer, and θ τ denotes the angle between the momentum of the tau lepton and that of the M meson in the rest frame of the leptonic system, to which we refer as the q rest frame [25] . The τ helicity λ τ is also defined in the q rest frame. The explicit formulae of the leptonic amplitudes are relegated to Appendix A.
The hadronic amplitudes of the vector type operators forB → Dτν defined in Eqs. (18) and (19) are represented as
and those forB → D * τν are
The amplitudes of the scalar type operators are expressed in terms of vector form factors by applying the equations of motion of the quark fields:
Similarly, for the tensor operator, we obtain
and others = 0. A detailed derivation of these hadronic amplitudes is found in Appendix B.
C. Form factors
The form factor V 1 (w) is extracted from the experimental data onB → D ν, where = e, µ, provided that the decay process is described by the SM. Employing the following ansatz [36] ,
where
, the heavy flavor averaging group (HFAG) determines the slope parameter ρ 2 1 as ρ 2 1 = 1.186 ± 0.055 [37] . The form factor S 1 (w) does not contribute to the semileptonic B decay into a massless charged lepton. However it reduces to the Isgur-Wise function [38] in the heavy quark limit as well as V 1 (w). Accordingly we parametrize it as
where ∆(w) denotes the QCD and 1/m Q corrections. Following Refs. [18, 36, 39] , we estimate ∆(w) and give an approximate formula [25] :
As forB → D * ν, three form factors, A 1 (w) and R 1,2 (w), contribute. They are extracted from experimental data using the following parametrizations:
Eq. (40) is given in Ref. [36] as well as V 1 (w). The w dependence of R 1,2 is estimated by the heavy quark effective theory [39] , while R 1 (1) and R 2 (1) are left as fitting parameters. The HFAG determines these parameters as follows [37] :
and R 2 (1) = 0.854 ± 0.020. The form factor R 3 (w) appears only inB → D * τν and is estimated by the heavy quark effective theory as [36]
III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS AND THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS A. Observables and experimental constraints
There are several measurable quantities affected by new physics operators inB → D ( * ) τν.
We consider the decay rate and the tau longitudinal polarization inB → Dτν and define the following quantities:
where Γ ± (D) represents the decay rate with λ τ = ±1/2 as defined in Eq. (C3) and Γ(B → D ν) is the total decay rate ofB → D ν. The uncertainties that come from V cb and the normalization factor V 1 (1) vanish in the above quantities. ForB → D * τν we also define R(D * ) and P τ (D * ) in the same fashion. In addition we introduce the D * polarization as
and P D * due to V cb and A 1 (1) also disappear. The new physics operators are expected to affect these observables in various ways. Thus it is important to study them at the same time in order to distinguish the underlying new physics.
Besides the above integrated quantities, q 2 distributions are potentially sensitive to new physics. As we will illustrate below, the q 2 distribution ofB → Dτν decay rate is helpful in discriminating between two scalar operators.
In the following model-independent analysis, we assume that one of the new physics operators in Eq. (4) Rratio of right-haneded vector type 
Rratio of scalar type
Rratio of tensor type Polarization of scalar type
S2 S1 S2 S1 Polarization of tensor type describe the current experimental results [32] . The
is favored as is already pointed out in Refs. [32, 40] . In addition, we find that the tensor operator O τ T reasonably explains the current data. We can read the allowed regions of |C e,µ X | from that of the pure imaginary C τ X , since neither C e,µ X nor the pure imaginary C τ X interferes with the SM contribution as is mentioned above. Thus, we find no allowed region of the Wilson coefficient within 99% confidence level (C.L.) for
and O e,µ T are able to explain the present data. 
The right-hand sides of these equations are given solely by the SM contributions, and thus the polarizations are definitely determined by the corresponding decay rates as seen in Fig. 5 .
These specific correlations are prominent predictions of the scalar type operators, although
by using these correlations.
As for the other operators, it is apparent that the SM operator O The above correlations that include the polarizations definitely increase the ability to restrict possible new physics. We might uniquely identify the new physics operator by these correlations in some cases. However their usefulness depends on experimental situations as we will see in the next section.
IV. MODEL-INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF NEW PHYSICS
In this section, we illustrate several possibilities to restrict or identify new physics using the observables discussed in the previous section and decay distributions. We suppose that R(D) and R(D * ) will be measured more precisely in a future super B factory experiment.
Then we will determine the Wilson coefficient C l X associated with O l X that is assumed to be dominant except for the SM contribution and predict other observables.
Here we consider the following three cases of (R(D), R(D * )): In the case (a), the dominant new physics operator is uniquely determined to be O
The polarizations can be used to confirm that the deviation from the SM comes from the
. Furthermore the assumption of one-operator dominance will be tested.
In the case (b), the dominant operator is O
The predicted values of polarizations vary from operator to operator. We will determine the dominant new physics oper- ator by measuring P τ (D * ) for example. Then the one-operator dominance will be checked by looking up other polarizations.
In the case (c), the dominant operator is O in the case (c). We note that the abscissa is
The q 2 distribution inB → Dτν turns out to be useful for the discrimination in this case.
V. MODEL ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss some new physics models which affectB → D ( * ) τν based on the results in Sec. III.
A. 2HDMs and MSSM
As known well, the charged Higgs boson in two Higgs doublet models (2HDMs) contributes toB → D ( * ) τν and its effect is enhanced in some cases. In order to forbid flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) at the tree level, a Z 2 symmetry is often imposed in this class of models and it results in four distinct 2HDMs [41] [42] [43] [44] . Their Yukawa terms are described as
where H 1,2 are Higgs doublets defined as 
where m H ± is the mass of the charged Higgs boson. The parameters ξ d and ξ u are presented in Table II . To have a sizable charged Higgs effect, |ξ d,u | should be much larger than unity taking the experimental bound on the charged Higgs mass into account. Then the case of is unnatural since the top Yukawa interaction becomes nonperturbative. The requirement for the top Yukawa interaction to be perturbative results in tan β 0.4 [44] . Therefore, alone. We find that this model is disfavored with about 4σ using the combined experimental values in Eq. (2). This result is consistent with the recent study in Ref. [5] .
A possible solution within 2HDMs is to violate the Z 2 symmetry at the cost of FCNC.
We introduce the following Z 2 breaking terms in the above four models:
(for types I and X) ,
where u,d are 3 × 3 matrices that control FCNC and the quark fields are those in the weak basis. Writing the Yukawa terms L Y + ∆L Y in terms of mass eigenstates, we obtain the following physical charged Higgs interaction terms:
where V CKM is Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. Table III shows The FCNC in the down-quark sector is strongly constrained, so that d is negligible in the present analysis. On the other hand, constraints on the FCNC in the up quark sector are rather weak. Recently the 2HDM of type II that allows FCNC in the up quark sector is studied to explainB → D ( * ) τν [40] . in types II and X might be significant for large tan β. Then the corresponding Wilson coefficient is given
As seen in Fig. 3 the current experimental results are described by the 2HDM of the type II or X with FCNC provided that | tc u | ∼ 1. If this is the case, we expect sizable deviations in polarizations P τ (D ( * ) ) and P D * from the SM as designated by the magenta curves in Fig. 5 .
The charged Higgs effects onB → D ( * ) τν in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) are the same as those in the 2HDM of type II at the tree level. Loop corrections induce non-holomorphic terms u,d in Eq. (55) [19, 45] . However it seems difficult to enhance is unlikely in MSSM.
B. MSSM with R-parity violation
The R-parity violating (RPV) MSSM [46] may also affectB → D ( * ) τν [47] [48] [49] . We consider the following superpotential:
where λ ijk and λ ijk are RPV couplings and i, j, k are generation indices. Apart from the charged Higgs contribution, there are two kinds of diagrams which contribute toB → D ( * ) τν, that is, the slepton and down squark exchanging diagrams. The corresponding effective
Lagrangian is written as
where mlj
is the mass of the slepton (down squark) for the j-th generation and V ij is the component of CKM matrix. Here we assume that the slepton and down squark mass matrices are diagonal in the super-CKM basis for simplicity. Using Fierz identity the second term in Eq. (59) is rewritten as
Then, the corresponding coefficients, defined in Eq. (4), are expressed as
where l 1 = e, l 2 = µ, and l 3 = τ represent the flavor of the neutrino.
The case that C
is dominant contribution is disfavored as discussed in Sec. III. On the other hand C
has an allowed region as shown in Fig. 3 . We find that C 
C. Leptoquark models
There are ten possible leptoquark models that respect the symmetry of the SM [52] .
Among them, the following leptoquark model is interesting in the sense that the tensor operator is generated [53] ,
where S LQ is the scalar leptoquark with SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) Y quantum number being (3, 2, 7/6). The effective Lagrangian is represented as
Both
and O l i T appear at the same time, however the Wilson coefficients are related to each other:
Thus, a similar analysis as the case of one dominant operator can be made.
The bottom right panel in Fig. 3 shows the constraint on the above Wilson coefficient In this appendix, we summarize the expressions of the leptonic amplitudes. The vector type leptonic amplitudes are given by
where v = 1 − m 2 τ /q 2 . The scalar type leptonic amplitudes are written as
The tensor type leptonic amplitudes are
The subscript l that represents the neutrino flavor is omitted for brevity. 
In the heavy quark limit, we obtain h + (w) = h A 1,3 (w) = h V (w) = ξ(w) and h − (w) = h A 2 (w) = 0 where ξ(w) is Isgur-Wise function [38] . In order to evaluate these form factors by using dispersion relations and the heavy quark effective theory, it is convenient to redefine the form factors as follows [36] :
S 1 (w) = h + (w) − 1 + r 1 − r w − 1 w + 1 h − (w) ,
A 1 (w) = h A 1 (w) ,
corrections as described in Sec. II C. The 1/m Q corrections in R 2 (w) are necessary to evaluate the rate ofB → D * ν, because the experimental determination of the slope parameter ρ 2 A 1 assumes these corrections [37] . As for R 3 (w), since it does not contribute toB → D * ν and no experimental data are available, we use the theoretical estimation by the heavy quark effective theory with ±100% error in 1/m Q corrections.
Tensor operator
The form factors of the tensor operator are defined as
where σ µν = (i/2) [γ µ , γ ν ] and ε 0123 = −1. The amplitudes corresponding to the operator cσ µν γ 5 b are given by the following identity,
With the above form factors, the hadronic amplitudes in Eq. (22) are represented as 
others = 0.
As in the case of the scalar type operators, the equations of motion lead to
and we obtain
h T 1 (w) = 1 2q 2 (w)
(1 − r) 2 (w + 1)h A 1 (w) − (1 + r)
h T 2 (w) = (1 − r 2 )(w + 1)
h T 3 (w) = − 1 2(1 + r)q 2 (w) 2r(w + 1)h A 1 (w) −q 2 (w) (rh A 2 (w) − h A 3 (w))
We find h T (w) = h T 1 (w) = ξ(w) and h T 2 (w) = h T 3 (w) = 0 in the heavy quark limit.
Similarly to the case of the scalar type operators, we ignore the unknown 1/m Q corrections in the right-hand sides, and employ the vector and axial vector form factors with the 1/m Q corrections.
